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PRODUCT DIMENSION DETAILS

CAUTION
1.The luminaire shall be installed by a qualiﬁed electrician and wired in accordance with the
latest IEE electrical regulations or the national requirements.
2. Do not switch on before completing the installation.
3. The luminaire shall, under no circumstance, be covered with insulation matting or similar
material.
4. The luminaire should be earthened properly.
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1. Remove the nut from the suspension kit and screw
the same on the Screws provided on the product.
2. Insert the suspension wire through the bottom part.
3. For mounting height adjustment and to level the fixture,
squeeze the tip of the bottom part and pull the suspension
wire to desire height.

Top part

Not a part of kit

Suspension wire

Bottom part

Tools required for installation :
1-Screw Driver
2-Spirit level
3-Gloves

SUSPENSION KIT
Note : Suspension kit is not part of this product

Suspension Cable adjustment
IMPORTANT:
Do not force cable into adjuster.To insert cable into adjuster, follow the
steps below.
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1. CUT
If required, cut cables ends cleanly prior to inserting into adjuster.

Tool less Adjustment

Timber

Gypsum

2. INSERT
Carefully insert cable from top end. If cable does not insert easily or
becomes jammed, use the release tool to remove cable.Trim cable ends
again and repeat process. DO NOT BEND OR LOOP CABLE BELOW
BOTTOM OF ADJUSTER.

10 Max

M6 Stud

Non Metal Plug

3.TEST
Once cable is inserted, apply a 12 kg point load to each mount bracket to
ensure all connections are secure.

LEVEL VERTICALLY
Ensure fixture is level end to end. Support fixture from below and use adjuster release tool to make final height adjustments.
Check level by spirit level.
Caution: Use PHILIPS authorized suspension kit only.
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